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...Europe’s leading 
manufacturer of fine quality 
golf course signage.

Welcome to our range of golf course equipment and signage.

At Pinseeker we take great pride in our UK manufacturing base 
and now, for the very first time, we have been able to integrate 
both our extensive portfolio of golf equipment and accessories 
together with our premium range of golf signs and furniture.

We hope you enjoy the results and can find something to suit 
your course affording us the opportunity of working with you 
through the coming season.
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...the very best in 
branded golf course 
products.
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Presentation on the golf course is everything and the 
importance of making sure your golf club is making the 
most of what it has to offer cannot be underestimated.

If your golf club is planning to improve equipment 
presentation or signage; at Pinseeker we can make sure 
that your branding is sharp, consistent and appealing.

With our fresh approach and attention to detail, 
Pinseeker specialise in the design and delivery of the 
very best in branded golf course products.

Let us help you stand out from the rest with our 
extensive range of bespoke handcrafted golf tee and 
clubhouse signage, you can be assured that Pinseeker 
can help significantly increase the profile and branding 
of your club.

Complimented by a range of golf course equipment, 
including golf flags, flagpins and other course 
accessories; Pinseeker really can dress your course from 
tee to green and clubhouse to car park.

Whether you are an architect, developer or traditional 
golf club we are confident that at Pinseeker we have a 
package to suit.

Please feel free to contact us for a free consultation 
to see how Pinseeker can help, you may be pleasantly 
surprised.
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Pinseeker pride’s itself on manufacturing all it’s signage
commissions entirely in house combining the latest
technology with traditional joinery techniques...
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At our dedicated 5000 ft2 manufacturing facility based in Cheshire, we combine traditional sign making and joinery 
techniques with the very latest machinery and state of the art design software to create a wide range of golf course 
furniture.

Where possible, all of our timber and timber products are sourced from third party independently certified well managed 
forests, in accordance with the UK Governments Central Point of Expertise in Timber (CPET) Category A.

With the help of our expert team of designers Pinseeker 
will work with you to turn your ideas into reality.

Our skilled design team can create revisions of stylised 
artwork and 3D graphics to help reassure you that you 
are making the right choice long before we begin the 
manufacturing process.

This procedure can often be the most important, at 
Pinseeker we want to make sure that we give you 
exactly the products that you want and expect.

Along the way you will have control over the style 
or design of your product, we can even assemble a 
collection of potential products to help you visualise the 
overall branding or theme for your club.

Only when you are satisfied that the artwork reflects 
precisely how you would like it will we then turn the 
computer based design into the physical production of 
the real thing.

From here you can sit back and leave the rest to us...

Design

Pinseeker 3D carving technology can take your golf club 
logo to the next level. After years of careful research 
and development we have reinforced our reputation as 
the market leaders in 3D carving technology.

Once we have assessed your logo suitability for 
conversion to 3D, this technology can be used on many 
different types of signs and materials.

Utilising modern machinery and our expertise in 
manufacturing we can recreate your 2 -Dimensional 
logo into visually outstanding 3D carved pieces of work; 
reproducing the highest quality skills of traditional 
carpentry with modern techniques.

3D Carving Technology

...have our expert
designers digitize

your club logo for a
multitude of uses
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At Pinseeker we use only tried and tested hardwoods from
sustainable sources, the predominant species used is West 
African Iroko hardwood.

All frames made from hardwood will retain a certain 
amount of moisture content, therefore in posts over 
100mm in thickness, some crazing or minor surface 
checking may occur soon after installation. This movement 
is totally natural and beyond our control, any movement 
that may occur is usually confined to the first year and in no 
way effects the suitability of the product.

Iroko Hardwood

TEKNOS micro porous Aquatop coatings resist flaking and 
peeling whilst allowing the underlying timber to flex and 
breathe with nature’s seasons.

In the Pinseeker finishing department the frames are 
sprayed with an Aquatop 2900 base coat stain. Once 
dry the base end grains are sealed to ensure maximum 
possible protection against moisture ingress. Finally, two 
topcoats of Aquatop 2600 are applied to give the final 
protection and colour required.

Finishing
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The ability to carve detail with state of the art CNC 
machinery makes cast granite one of our most popular 
plaque materials. An extremely stable material with 
a solid and uniform colour throughout, cast granite 
has the benefit that minor scuffs or scratches can be 
removed with an abrasive pad for plaque restoration.

No other plaque material available can be restored as 
effectively.

Cast Granite

Etched zinc plates have been popular for many years 
now and offer a traditional feel of quality.

Once a design has been approved it is then etched into 
the zinc, painted using flat or textured finishes then 
finally finished with clear lacquer for full UV protection.

The zinc substrate allows huge design flexibility 
especially when highly detailed logos are required.

Etched Zinc

An extremely durable material that once decorated 
gives a truly stunning look and a traditional feel of 
quality.

All designs are blasted into the plaques using 
aluminium oxide under high pressure, creating a 
permanently marked stone. All lettering is then in-filled 
using quality paints prior to a final lacquer coating.

Natural Granite

With outstanding character and sharp definition our 
superb cast bronze plaques bring with them an air of 
real class. 

When mounted into one of our hardwood tee posts the 
plaques look truly stunning. They also provide an ideal 
solution for mow-over signs.

Pinseeker have developed a method of manufacturing 
bronzes with evenly cast lettering and logos that are 
regarded by many as the best cast bronzes available.

Cast Bronze

Standard Colours

Standard Colours
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Eco-friendly products that won’t cost the Earth
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DESIGN, MANUFACTURING & MATERIALS
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With an ever increasing demand for quality combined 
with economic value our range of recycled plastic 
products have been specifically designed to meet this 
criteria.

From a simple hazard marker post to a full range of 
golf course signage our multi-layered recycled plastic 
material is CNC machined and hand finished entirely 
in house in order to meet our strict level of production 
standards.

Increasing in popularity, recycled plastic is arguably 
our most resilient raw material. Supported by 
environmentally friendly credentials the sheets are 
manufactured from recycled plastic raw material into 
the surface of which we are able to directly carve.

The plastics are extremely stable with a solid hi-visibility 
colour and over the last few seasons have become an 
important part of the range.

Material in focus
Recycled Plastic

Rust proof, rot proof and jet washable!

Recycled plastic is not only eco-friendly 
but also economically priced representing 
excellent value for money.

rust proof,
rot proof and
jet washable!

Any message can be carved into the illustrated colour variations.
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...Europe’s leading manufacturer 
of fine quality golf course signage 
and equipment.
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EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL

EUROPEAN & INTERNATIONAL

As Europe’s leading dedicated manufacturer of quality bespoke golf course signage and accessories Pinseeker are at the 
forefront of design and supply to golf courses around the world.

At Pinseeker we specialise in the supply of signage and accessories for all stages of your golf course development, whether 
new from design and build to reconstruction projects or just refurbishment and upgrading schemes.

Working with golf courses from the UK to Europe, all the way to Canada and North America; at Pinseeker we are confident 
that we have a product to suit your requirement and budget.
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Leading the way 
with innovation and 
development...
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Welcome to our range of golf course equipment and 
accessories.

At Pinseeker we take great pride in our UK 
manufacturing base and now, for the very first time, 
we have been able to integrate both our extensive 
portfolio of golf equipment and accessories together 
with our premium range of golf signs and furniture.

We hope you enjoy the results and can find something 
to suit your course affording us the opportunity of 
working with you through the coming season.
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TEE MARKERS

Many of our tee markers are custom manufactured at the 
Pinseeker factory in Cheshire. Utilising the same skills and 
craftsmen that make our high quality tee signs and golf 
furniture you can be assured the same attention to detail 
and care is being taken over your custom tee markers.
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TEE MARKERS

TEE MARKERS

Our Augusta hardwood tee markers are manufactured from 
Iroko hardwood and are available in ‘upright’ or traditional 
‘log’ styles and feature a domed resin encapsulated logo detail 
available in almost any colour and displaying your club logo, 
hole number or sponsorship information.

TEKNOS weatherproof coated for excellent durability.

Supplied complete with ground spike/s.

Made from recycled plastic these Augusta tee markers are 
available in a variety of popular tee colours.

Virtually maintenance free, these rugged and robust markers 
are incredibly resilient to wear and tear whatever the weather.

Available in ‘upright’ and ‘log’ styles.

Supplied complete with ground spike/s.

Hardwood Augusta Tee Marker

Recycled Plastic Augusta Tee Marker

TM-AUG-UP-LM-B

TM-AUG-UP-LM-R

TM-AUG-UP-LM-Y

TM-AUG-UP-LM-W

Upright Marker

Order Code

TM-AUG-LM-B

TM-AUG-LM-R

TM-AUG-LM-Y

TM-AUG-LM-W

Log Marker

Order Code

TM-101-B

TM-101-R

TM-101-Y

TM-101-W

Upright Marker

Order Code

TM-100-B

TM-100-R

TM-100-Y

TM-100-W

Log Marker

Order Code

see pages 104-111
for our full range

of personalised
tee markers...
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TEE MARKERS

Maintenance free and virtually unbreakable these tee markers 
are manufactured from high visibility sections of recycled 
plastic and come supplied complete with ground spike/s.

Simple but effective, these economical tee markers represent 
excellent value for money.

5” diameter, plastic, half globe tee marker.

Supplied complete with aluminium ground spike.

Available plain or with your club logo, hole number or sponsor 
decal applied.

The popular pear tee marker has a smooth surface and is 
colour impregnated throughout, making it a great alternative 
to the golf ball style marker.

Supplied complete with ground spike.

Our Zyplex Tee markers are highly durable and are supplied 
complete with coloured dibond panel and stainless steel 
ground spike.

Single colour logo available on request.

Economy Recycled Plastic Tee Marker

Half Globe Tee marker

Pear Tee Marker

Zyplex Tee Markers

TM-105-BTM-105-R

TM-105-YTM-105-W

Order Code

TM-109-BTM-109-R

TM-109-YTM-109-W

Order Code

TM-111-B

TM-111-R

TM-111-Y

TM-111-W

Upright Marker

Order Code

TM-110-B

TM-110-R

TM-110-Y

TM-110-W

Log Marker

Order Code

TM-120-BTM-120-R

TM-120-YTM-120-W

Order Code
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TEE MARKERS

TEE MARKERS

Made from impact resistant plastic this budget, mow-over tee 
marker features an integrated plastic ground spike for easy 
installation.

190mm Ø

Now with drainage holes the broken tee caddy functions both 
as a daily tee marker and receptacle for all those bits of broken 
tees.

Supplied complete with ground spike
and broken tee decal.

Keep your tee areas neat and tidy and free of mower damaging 
broken tees with this simple tee marker/broken tee caddy.

Available in all your favourite tee colours supplied complete with 
broken tee decal.

Also available with a hole distance information decal when
used as an official reference marker point.

Available with vinyl wrap tee colour reference in almost any 
colour to suit your requirement.

Supplied complete with ground spike.

Economy Mow-Over Tee Marker

Broken Tee Caddy

Mow-Over Broken Tee Caddy

Wood Effect Resin Broken Tee Caddy

BT-100-BBT-100-R

BT-100-YBT-100-W

Order Code

TM-108-BTM-108-R

TM-108-YTM-108-W

Order Code

BT-150-B

BT-150-RBT-150-YBT-150-W

Order Code

BT-150-G BT-150-BK

BT-RES-B

BT-RES-RBT-RES-YBT-RES-W

Order Code

BT-RES-G BT-RES-BK

...help keep
those tee areas

tidy!!!
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CUSTOM BALL WASHERS

...now available

with wood grain
finish
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CUSTOM BALL WASHERS

CUSTOM BALL WASHERS

When only the best will do...
custom ball washers by Pinseeker

The spiral action ball washer is now available in almost any 
colour.

Straight from the raw casting we can personalise your ball 
washer with the finish of your choice.

Perfect for centenary celebrations, generating sponsorship 
revenue or just to raise the standard of your course furniture.

Each casting can be coloured to suit your branding or course 
requirements and with the addition of a deep etched zinc logo 
plaque you can really make sure that your ball washer stands 
out and always looks its best.

Custom Spiral Action Ball Washers

Order Code

BW-100-EZ

Custom Spiral Action Ball Washer with Etched Zinc Logo Plaque*

*Please specify colour preference at time of order.
Logo’s are subject to supply of suitable artwork.

colours can be
customised to suit for 

additional cost...
please ask for details
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BALL WASHERS & ACCESSORIES

Featuring an all aluminium powder coated body the spiral 
action ball washer combines traditional style with modern 
materials and components.

Available in green as standard, red or black by special order.

Supplied complete with towel clips and either a resin 
encapsulated or etched zinc logo plaque.

Repair kits also available separately.

Constructed from colour impregnated polyethylene plastic.
Large 9(US) gallon capacity.

Supplied complete with large hole (trash) snap-on, windproof 
lid.

A variety of mounting brackets and stands are available 
separately to suit your installation requirement.

RED & BLACK AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER ONLY.

We supply Hunter Green as the standard colour but if you 
would like to supply us with your own ball washer towel we are 
happy to customise these for you.

Available in a range of colours with brass hanging eyelet.

Spiral Action Ball Washer

Designer Series Litter Bin

Ball Washer Towels

BW-100-B Spiral Action Ball Washer with Resin Domed Logo

BW-100-R Spiral Action Ball Washer with Resin Domed Logo

BW-100-G Spiral Action Ball Washer with Resin Domed Logo

Order Code

BW-100-EZ Custom Spiral Action Ball Washer with Etched Zinc Logo Plaque*

BW-190 Plain Hunter Green Tri-Fold Towel (Pack of 12)

Order Code

BW-190-EM Luxury Embroidered Towel (Pack of 9)

LB-100-G Designer Series Litter Bin (Green)

Order Code

LB-100-MB-PRM Premium Mounting Bracket (POST/WALL MOUNT)

BW-Post-48” 48” (4ft) Mounting Post)

BW-150

Ball Washer Repair Kit (Complete)

LB-100-R Designer Series Litter Bin (Red)

LB-100-B Designer Series Litter Bin (Black)

*Please specify colour preference at time of order.
Logo’s are subject to supply of suitable artwork.

LB-100-MB-STD

Standard Mounting Bracket (POST MOUNT ONLY)

LB-100-TRASH

Replacement Lid (Large Hole)
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BALL WASHERS & ACCESSORIES

BALL WASHERS & ACCESSORIES

Add presence to your teeing areas by choosing 
from a range of accessories to build the 

perfect ball washer console...

Order Code

BW-100-B Spiral Action Ball Washer (Black)

BW-100-R Spiral Action Ball Washer (Red)

BW-100-G Spiral Action Ball Washer (Green)

BW-Post-48” 48” (4ft) Mounting Post)

LB-100-TRASH Replacement Lid (Large Hole)

LB-100-G Designer Series Litter Bin (Green)

LB-100-R Designer Series Litter Bin (Red) By Special Order

LB-100-B Designer Series Litter Bin (Black) By Special Order

LB-100-MB-STD Standard Mounting Bracket (POST MOUNT ONLY)

LB-120-G Console Base Stand (Green)

LB-120-R Console Base Stand (Red)

LB-120-B Console Base Stand (Black)

Order Code

Order Code

Order Code

Order Code

Order Code

LB-100-MB-PRM

Premium Mounting Bracket (POST/WALL MOUNT)

Only available by 
special order. See 
Terms & Conditions 
for further details.
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HARDWOOD SLATTED LITTER BIN

This high quality slatted litter bin is manufactured entirely in house 
from Iroko hardwood and features a removable liner for ease of 
maintenance.

850mm(h) x 505mm(w) x 375mm(d)

Also available with optional dibond, cast granite or etched zinc 
fascia plaque.

LB-106 Iroko Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin with No Fascia Plaque

Order Code

LB-106-CG Iroko Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin with Cast Granite Fascia Plaque

LB-106-DB Iroko Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin with Dibond Fascia Plaque

LB-106-EZ Iroko Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin with Etched Zinc Fascia Plaque
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LITTER BINS & DIVOT BOXES

A beautifully handmade hardwood divot 
box.

Solid Iroko panels with carved information 
and recessed etched zinc logo plate all 
assembled using only crafted mortise and 
tenon carpentry.

Supplied complete with hinged lid and 
removable plastic liner.

Available by special order only. Subject 
to minimum quantity and lead time.

Maintenance free 4.5(US) gallon polyethylene divot mix 
container suitable for your tee or range areas.

Lid engineered to keep divot mix dry and provide easy access.

Supplied complete with plastic divot mix scoop.

Freestanding round wire litter basket.

Constructed from plastic coated heavy gauge steel.

Can be pushed into the ground for added stability.

Constructed from colour impregnated polyethylene plastic.
Large 9(US) gallon capacity.

Supplied complete with large hole (trash) snap-on, windproof 
lid.

Polyethylene Divot Repair Box

Round Wire Litter Basket

Hardwood Iroko Divot Repair Box

Designer Series Litter Bin

LB-105 Polyethylene Divot Repair Box

Order Code

LB-105-S Plastic Divot Mix Scoop

LB-104 Round Wire Litter Basket

Order Code

LB-100-G Designer Series Litter Bin (Green)

LB-100-R Designer Series Litter Bin (Red) By Special Order

LB-100-B Designer Series Litter Bin (Black) By Special Order

Order Code

LB-107-EZ Custom Hardwood Divot Repair Box 
with Etched Zinc Logo Plaque

Order Code

LB-100-TRASH Replacement Lid (Large Hole)
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TRAFFIC CONTROL

Our range of traffic control products have been designed to 
help assist in the flow of traffic around your golf course.
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TRAFFIC CONTROL

TRAFFIC CONTROL

A bespoke marker post made from Iroko hardwood and 
supplied complete with ground spike.

Available with or without your club logo engraved into the top 
detail.

Standard colours available as per illustrations, please enquire 
for custom colour/yardage combinations.

Supplied complete with stainless steel ground spike.

Hardwood Distance Marker Post

Recycled Plastic Distance Marker Post Overall Dimensions: 600/800mm(h) x 80mm(w) x 12mm(d)

Overall Dimensions: 750mm(h) x 70mm

FW-105 Iroko Hardwood Distance Marker Post with Coloured 
Yardage Insert

Order Code

FW-105-LOGO Iroko Hardwood Distance Marker Post with Coloured 
Yardage Insert & Custom Logo Detail

800mm Height600mm Height

150yds

200yds

100yds

250yds

150yds

200yds

100yds

250yds

Maintenance free and hard wearing fairway distance markers. 

Available in 600mm and 800mm heights.

Supplied complete with stainless steel ground spike.

Standard colour/yardage available as per illustrations, custom 
colour/yardage combinations available by special order.

FW-104-B

FW-104-R

FW-104-Y

FW-104-W

Order Code

FW-107-B

FW-107-R

FW-107-Y

FW-107-W

have your club
logo engraved into

the top detail

...virtually
indestructible
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TRAFFIC CONTROL

Our 600mm plain recycled plastic distance/hazard marker 
posts feature a full 42mm square section body made of colour 
impregnated recycled plastic that won’t rot or fade and is 
supplied complete with stainless steel ground spike.

This 300mm Ø, impact resistant plastic mow-over marker is 
supplied complete with 140mm clip through plastic spike.

Supplied plain coloured with yardage decal as standard.

Also available with club logo, subject to additional cost and 
the supply of suitable artwork.

Plain Recycled Plastic Distance/Hazard Marker Post

Anchored Mow-Over Marker

FW-100-BFW-100-R

FW-100-YFW-100-W

Order Code

FW-103-BFW-103-R

FW-103-YFW-103-W

Order Code

rust proof,
rot proof and
jet washable!
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TRAFFIC CONTROL

TRAFFIC CONTROL

Manufactured using an extremely durable recycled plastic these engraved high impact resistant disc markers can 
display any tee or fairway distance information and can incorporate your club logo.

Any yardage or text can be machined into these 
295mm (12”) fairway markers in any of the illustrated 
colour combinations.

Supplied complete with ground spike for fixing.

Any information can be machined into these 295mm 
(12”) tee markers in any of the illustrated colour 
combinations.

Multicolour logos can also be added by special order.

Supplied complete with ground spike for fixing.

These 150mm (6”) diameter plain disc markers are 
ideal for your official measured reference point or tee 
of the day marker.

Supplied complete with ground spike for fixing.

Custom sizes available on request.

Tee Markers

Fairway Distance Markers

Plain 6” Markers

FW-120-BWFW-120-RW

FW-120-YBFW-120-WB

Order Code

FW-106-BWFW-106-RW

FW-106-YBFW-106-WB

Order Code

FW-130-BWFW-130-RW

FW-130-YBFW-130-WB

Order Code
...virtually

indestructible
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RECYCLED PLASTIC SIGNS

...can also be used as 
an effective general 

information sign around 
the golf course.

Manufactured from highly visible and robust recycled plastic, the 
twin post tee sign is a very economical way to replace the tee signs 
on your course.

With a choice of hi-impact carved plastic coloured header plaques 
we can cater for the different colours on each tee.

Tolerant of bumps knocks and scuffs, the recycled plastic ensures 
your tee sign requires minimal maintenance and looks great for 
years.

Designed for permanent fixing into the ground. 

Can also be used as an effective car park sign or even general 
information or directional sign around the golf course.

Twin Post Recycled Plastic Tee Sign Overall Dimensions: 900mm(h) x 525mm(w)

TP-RP-BTP-RP-R

TP-RP-YTP-RP-W

Order Code

Any distance/message can be carved into the illustrated colour variations.
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RECYCLED PLASTIC SIGNS

TRAFFIC CONTROL

The single post can also be utilised for direction signs around 
the course.

Each plaque can be carved with the required direction 
information and then recessed into a brown plastic post.

Ground socket available separately.

The single post recycled plastic is our most 
economical way to replace the tee signs on your 
course.

The recycled plastic ensures your post requires 
minimal maintenance and looks great for years.

Available in 600mm (removable) and 800mm 
(permanent) heights.

Ground socket available separately.

Please confirm your preferred message on order.

Please confirm your preferred colour/yardage 
information on order.

This pin position sign has proven to be a very popular product 
made from highly durable recycled plastic.

Supplied complete with stainless steel spikes.

Single Post Recycled Plastic Tee Signs

Single Post Recycled Plastic Direction Signs

Overall Dimensions: 600mm/800mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 40mm(d)

Overall Dimensions: 600mm/800mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 40mm(d)

Recycled Plastic Pin Position Sign

SP-RP-DIR-600 600mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 40mm(d)

Order Code

SP-RP-DIR-800 800mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 40mm(d)

SP-RP-600 Removeable Single Post Recycled Plastic Tee Sign
600mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 40mm(d)
(Finished Height Approx 600mm)

Order Code

SP-RP-800 Permanent Single Post Recycled Plastic Tee Sign
800mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 40mm(d)
(Finished Height Approx 500-600mm)

800mm Single Post Recycled Plastic Direction Sign

600mm Single Post Recycled Plastic Direction Sign 

SP-40-GSKT Optional Two Part Stainless Steel Ground Socket

SP-40-GSKT Optional Two Part Stainless Steel Ground Socket

SP-40-GSKT

Optional Two Part Stainless Steel Ground Socket

TP-RP-PPS

Order Code

Recycled Plastic Pin Position Sign
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RECYCLED PLASTIC ETIQUETTE SIGNS

Overall Dimensions 295mm(h) x 300mm(w)
Plaque Dimensions 100mm (h) x 300mm(w)

Supplied complete with 150mm stainless steel ground spikes.

PLEASE NOTE:

Custom message signs must be ordered in a combined 
quantity of at least 5 signs otherwise a setup charge will apply.

Each sign can have different wording or be combined with 
the standard versions below to avoid set up charges being 
incurred.
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RECYCLED PLASTIC ETIQUETTE SIGNS

TRAFFIC CONTROL

Recycled Plastic Etiquette Signs

RP-ETQ-001 RP-ETQ-002 RP-ETQ-003 RP-ETQ-004

RP-ETQ-005 RP-ETQ-006 RP-ETQ-007 RP-ETQ-008

RP-ETQ-009 RP-ETQ-010 RP-ETQ-011 RP-ETQ-012

RP-ETQ-013 RP-ETQ-014 RP-ETQ-015 RP-ETQ-016

Any message can be carved into the illustrated colour variations. Please check for colour availability prior to ordering.
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1-PIECE ETIQUETTE SIGNS

Our Etiquette Signs are manufactured from a single piece 
of 3mm thick steel and stove enamelled for a highly durable 
finish.

Available with single (200mm x 275mm) or twin (300mm x 
295mm) spikes.

Supplied in mixed packs of 10 signs with a variety of standard 
text options (illustrated) or alternatively we can customise the 
text to suit your specific requirement.

1-Piece Etiquette Signs

SS-001 SS-002 SS-003 SS-004 SS-004 SS-006 SS-007 SS-008

SS-009 SS-010 SS-011 SS-012 SS-013 SS-014 SS-015 SS-016

TS-001 TS-002 TS-003 TS-004 TS-004 TS-006 TS-007 TS-008

TS-009 TS-010 TS-011 TS-012 TS-013 TS-014 TS-015 TS-016
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DIBOND INFORMATION SIGNS

TRAFFIC CONTROL

Manufactured from an extremely hard wearing aluminium and
polyethylene Dibond material.

Virtually any colour and message can be applied as a vinyl 
decal in order to highlight the required information.

Available in a variety of sizes and pre-drilled for quick 
installation or supplied complete with a pair of suitable 
recycled plastic mounting legs.

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER

Manufactured from the same material as our standard 
information signs our ‘Hill Top’ version features a decorative 
curved top edge.

Virtually any colour and message can be applied as a vinyl 
decal in order to highlight the required information.

Available in a variety of sizes and pre-drilled for quick 
installation or supplied complete with a pair of suitable 
recycled plastic mounting legs.

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER

Flat Top Dibond Information Signs

Hill Top Dibond Information Signs

CCE-005

295mm(h) x 295mm(w)

CCE-006

295mm(h) x 450mm(w)

CCE-007

295mm(h) x 600mm(w)

CCE-001

295mm(h) x 450mm(w)

CCE-002

295mm(h) x 600mm(w)

CCE-003

400mm(h) x 600mm(w)
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TRAFFIC CONTROL

This 600mm recycled plastic rope post features a full 42mm 
square section  body made of colour impregnated recycled 
plastic that won’t fade or rot.

Supplied complete with stainless steel ground spike.

Best of all they float!

Our classic pigtail stakes are white plastic coated for added 
durability and visibility.

This 600mm recycled plastic chain post features a full 42mm 
square section body made of colour impregnated recycled 
plastic that won’t fade or rot

Supplied complete with stainless steel ground spike and two 
‘C’ hooks for hanging chain.

600mm Recycled Plastic Rope Post

900mm Pigtail Stake

600mm Recycled Plastic Chain Post

TC-100 600mm Recycled Plastic Rope Post (Min Order Qty 5)

Order Code

TC-105 900mm Plastic Coated Pigtail Stake (Min Order Qty 10)

Order Code

TC-110 600mm Recycled Plastic Chain Post (Min Order Qty 5)

Order Code
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TRAFFIC CONTROL

TRAFFIC CONTROL

Our plastic coated barrier hoops are made from thicker 8mm 
steel rod for added strength and to help prevent bending.

Minimum order quantity 10.

Pinseeker’s 3m aluminium fairway indicator posts are available 
with black & white or red & white stripes.

Supplied complete with ground socket to make installation 
and replacement easy whilst ensuring the post remains upright 
at all times.

Turn your barrier hoops into a useful and 
portable sign with our double sided printed 
hoop sleeves made from the same highly 
durable material as our printed flags

8mm Barrier Hoops

Rope & Chain

3m Indicator Post

TC-130 8mm Barrier Hoops (Min Order Qty 10)

Order Code

TC-140-W Rope (6mm x 220m) White

Order Code

TC-140-B Rope (6mm x 220m) Blue

TC-140-G Rope (6mm x 220m) Green

TC-115 25m White Plastic Chain (Loop Link)

TC-120 25m White Plastic Chain (Diamond Link)

FW-113 Black & White Striped 3m Indicator Post

Order Code

FW-114 Red & White Striped 3m Indicator Post

TC-131 Printed Barrier Hoop Sleeve
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BUNKER RAKES

The hollow head octagon bunker rake combines a black UV stable head made of high density polyethylene 
with a 51” fibreglass green handle with end cap. It’s unique diamond shaped teeth are ideal for easy raking 
both forward and backward strokes and the reverse can be used for smoothing over if desired.

Head and handle are shipped in two parts. One stainless steel screw
assembles unit.

A low cost, lightweight, good quality polyethylene bunker rake 
with 15” width head and 48” green plastic handle.

Supplied complete as standard with a 72” wooden handle this popular bunker rake is 
also available with a shorter 48” handle if so desired.

Head and handle are shipped in two parts. One stainless steel screw assembles unit.

Octagon Bunker Rake

ECO Bunker Rake

22” Contour Bunker Rake

RK-110 Octagon Bunker Rake

Order Code

RK-201 Replacement 15” Octagon Head

RK-301 Replacement 51” Fibreglass Handle

RK-100 ECO Bunker Rake

Order Code

RK-200 Replacement 15” Polyethylene Head

RK-300 Replacement 48” Green Plastic Handle

RK-130 22” Contour Bunker Rake

Order Code

RK-202 Replacement 22” Head

RK-302 Replacement 72” Wooden Handle

RK-303 Replacement 48” Wooden Handle

RK-101 ECO Bunker Rake Rest

RK-101

ECO Bunker Rake Rest
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MAINTENANCE RAKES

RAKES

For loose materials including bunker sand or for collecting 
trimmings.

For sand, soil, grass and leaves.

Available with 16/32 tooth heads.

For sand, soil and gravel.

Straight back edge for levelling purposes.

With its 450mm width head, the aluminium core/snow shovel 
makes light work of core collection, preparation and levelling 
work, plus a wide range of other general grounds maintenance 
tasks.

Wooden Hay Rake

Yellow Head Maintenance Rake

Alloy Landscaping Rake

Core/Snow Shovel

RK-170 Wooden Hay Rake

Order Code

RK-140 32 Tooth Yellow Head Maintenance Rake

Order Code

RK-150 16 Tooth Yellow Head Maintenance Rake

RK-160 Alloy Landscaping Rake

Order Code

RK-181 Aluminium Core/Snow Shovel

Order Code
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CUSTOM FLAGS

Pinseeker are very proud of our impressive in house textile department, 
with several sewing stations and a total of twenty embroidery head units 
allowing us huge flexibility and more importantly, real time control of 
product quality ensuring that we deliver both standard and personalised 
flags of the very highest quality.
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CUSTOM FLAGS

CUSTOM FLAGS

For the ultimate in luxury flags pinseeker utilise the very latest 
design and precision embroidery technology to stitch your golf 
flag.

Embroidered flags are available single or double sided and 
feature reinforced stitching and a quad-stitched leading edge 
for added strength and durability.

Available in swivel tube, tie-on & velcro attachment types.
Almost any thread colour is available to accurately reproduce 
your single or multicolour crest/logo.

NOW AVAILABLE WITH ALTERNATIVE BORDER OPTIONS.
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR DETAILS.

Making use of recent software and printing advances, 
Pinseeker can now custom logo your golf flag with 
exceptionally clear graphics.

Printed flags are available single or double sided and feature 
reinforced stitching and twin-stitched leading edge.

Compliment your practice green with the same quality custom 
flags as your main course.

Pinseeker practice green flags are manufactured to the same 
high standard as our main course flags with their swivel tube 
attachment, fit most standard flagpin types.

Embroidered Flags

Printed Flags

Putting Green Flags
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CUSTOM FLAGS

Ordering your custom flags.. .

1 Embroidered or 
Printed?... 2 attachment 

type?... 3 base material 
colour?...

GF-EM-

GF-DS-

Main Course Flags
Order Code

Embroidered

Printed

Description

Putting Green Flags

PGF-EM-

PGF-DS-

Order Code

Embroidered

Printed

Description

Clubhouse Flags

CHF-

Order Code

Printed ONLY

Description

100-

200-

Order Code

Tube-Lock

Tie-On

Description

100-

Order Code

Tube-Lock ONLY

Description

100-

Order Code

5ft x 3ft

Description

300- Velcro

200- 6ft x 4ft

size?...

Order Code Description

W-

Y-

R-

RB-

SB-

SO-

White

Yellow

Red

Royal Blue

Sky Blue

Other
(By Special 
Order)

Step 3
Order Code

Step 2
Order Code

Step 1
Order Code

EG. GF-EM- EG. GF-EM-100- EG. GF-EM-100-W-
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** Border styles are also available on 
our printed flags in any colour.....only 

limited by your imagination!
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CUSTOM FLAGS

CUSTOM FLAGS

Email your order final order code, any special instructions and artwork in a recogniseable 
format (.jpeg, .pdf, .bitmap, .eps) to our flag design team info@pinseeker.co.uk. We shall then 
send you a digital proof of your newly designed flag for approval prior to production.

4 single or 
double sided?... 5 border style?...

(Embroidered flags ONLY)**

6 place your order...

For artwork support email info@pinseeker.co.uk

Order Code Description

SGL-

DBL-

Single Sided

Double Sided

Order Code Description (Configuration)

Edge Binding

Box Border

Border & Tube

EB-

BB-

BBT-Step 4
Order Code

Step 5
Final Order Code

Order Code Description (Colour)

Final Example Code. GF-EM-100-W-DBL-EB-R

Royal BlueRBTubeT-

BK

R

M

NB

BG

Black

Red

Maroon

Navy Blue

Bottle Green

EG. GF-EM-100-W-DBL-

EG. GF-EM-100-W-DBL-EB-R
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Utilizing our in-house design, print and sewing 
stations we are able to manufacture flags of the 
very highest quality for your clubhouse.

Available in 5ft x 3ft and 6ft x 4ft sizes each flag 
is supplied complete with a toggle and rope 
attachment to securely fasten the flag to your 
flagpole.

Clubhouse Flags

CHF-200-DBL 6ft x 4ft Double Sided Clubhouse Flag

Order Code

CHF-100-DBL 5ft x 3ft Double Sided Clubhouse Flag

CHF-200-SGL 6ft x 4ft Single Sided Clubhouse Flag

CHF-100-SGL 5ft x 3ft Single Sided Clubhouse Flag
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SPECIALIST FLAGS

Also available 
separately.

Planning a special celebration?

Let us make a set of flags to match your 
occasion.

From national flags to charity days we 
have a flag for you.

The original pin placement marker available in all your 
favourite colours and supplied complete with locking thumb 
screw for easy adjustment on the flagpin.

SUPPLIED IN PACKS OF 9

Many other specialist flag designs including checker numbered and national are available by special order. Please ask for further details.

Pin Placement Flags

Specialist Flags

FP-505

Locking Thumb Screw

GF-500-B

GF-500-R

GF-500-Y

GF-500-W

Order Code

GF-DS-100-2-UNI Tube-Lock

GF-DS-100-2-WLS Tube-LockGF-DS-100-2-SCT Tube-LockGF-DS-100-2-IRE Tube-LockGF-DS-100-2-GCR Tube-Lock

...supplied with
embroidered

lettering
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PLAIN FLAGS

FLAGS

Tube Lock / Tie-On / Velcro

Venti-Knit (Tube Lock)

Putting Green (Tube Lock)

GF-100-W Tube-Lock

GF-200-W Tie-On

GF-300-W Velcro

Order Code

GF-100-Y Tube-Lock

GF-200-Y Tie-On

GF-300-Y Velcro

Order Code

GF-100-R Tube-Lock

GF-200-R Tie-On

GF-300-R Velcro

Order Code

GF-100-B Tube-Lock

GF-200-B Tie-On

GF-300-B Velcro

Order Code

GF-101-W Tube-Lock GF-101-Y Tube-Lock GF-101-R Tube-Lock GF-101-B Tube-Lock

PGF-100-W Tube-Lock PGF-100-Y Tube-Lock PGF-100-R Tube-Lock PGF-100-B Tube-Lock
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NUMBERED FLAGS

Putting Green (Tube Lock) (Embroidered Numerals) Supplied in Sets of 1-9

Tube Lock / Tie-On / Velcro (Embroidered Numerals)

Venti-Knit (Tube Lock)

Supplied in Sets of 1-9 & 10-18

Supplied in Sets of 1-9 & 10-18

PGF-100-W-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9 PGF-100-Y-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9 PGF-100-R-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9 PGF-100-B-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-100-W-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-100-W-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-200-W-1-9 Tie-On 1-9

GF-200-W-10-18 Tie-On 10-18

GF-300-W-1-9 Velcro 1-9

GF-300-W-10-18 Velcro 10-18

GF-100-Y-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-100-Y-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-200-Y-1-9 Tie-On 1-9

GF-200-Y-10-18 Tie-On 10-18

GF-300-Y-1-9 Velcro 1-9

GF-300-Y-10-18 Velcro 10-18

GF-100-R-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-100-R-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-200-R-1-9 Tie-On 1-9

GF-200-R-10-18 Tie-On 10-18

GF-300-R-1-9 Velcro 1-9

GF-300-R-10-18 Velcro 10-18

GF-100-B-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-100-B-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-200-B-1-9 Tie-On 1-9

GF-200-B-10-18 Tie-On 10-18

GF-300-B-1-9 Velcro 1-9

GF-300-B-10-18 Velcro 10-18

GF-101-W-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-101-W-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-101-Y-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-101-Y-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-101-R-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-101-R-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18

GF-101-B-1-9 Tube-Lock 1-9

GF-101-B-10-18 Tube-Lock 10-18
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CHECKERED FLAGS

FLAGS

Many other specialist flag designs including checker numbered and national are available by special order. Please ask for further details.

Tube Lock / Tie-On / Velcro

Putting Green (Tube Lock)

Specialist Flags

GF-150-BK/W Tube-Lock

GF-250-BK/W Tie-On

GF-350-BK/W Velcro

Order Code Order Code Order Code Order Code

GF-150-BK/Y Tube-Lock

GF-250-BK/Y Tie-On

GF-350-BK/Y Velcro

GF-150-R/W Tube-Lock

GF-250-R/W Tie-On

GF-350-R/W Velcro

GF-150-B/W Tube-Lock

GF-250-B/W Tie-On

GF-350-B/W Velcro

Tube-Lock Tube-Lock Tube-Lock Tube-LockPGF-CHQ-BK/W PGF-CHQ-BK/Y PGF-CHQ-R/W PGF-CHQ-B/W
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PINSEEKER GOLD 
(US FIT) FLAGPINS
Designed to retain colour and providing long 
lasting durability with our new PVC sleeves, the 
GOLD range of flagpins are available in both 
1/2” (regulation) and 3/4” tournament tapered 
(javelin) styles.

Supplied complete with US zinc die cast 
bottom ferrule, aluminium top ferrule and 
acorn nut.

SUITABLE FOR TUBE-LOCK FLAG TYPES

FP-501

Zinc Bottom
Ferrule (US Fit)

Order Code

FP-500-B

Order Code

Replacement Acorn Nut

Pinseeker’s PRO hole cup
is the ideal partner for the

gold range of flagpins
see page 54 for details
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PINSEEKER GOLD (US FIT) FLAGPINS

FLAGPINS

Pinseeker UK Ltd are the 
official OEM manufacturer 
for VinylGuard Golf 
throughout the United 
Kingdom.

Pinseeker Gold flagpins 
are now produced using 
the world renowned 
VinylGuard sleeving 
material.

Unlike the standard 
painted flag pins which can 
easily chip or scratch the 
fully sleeved flag pins resist 
nicks, scratching or staining 
and are designed to retain 
colour and provide long 
lasting durability.
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Pinseeker GOLD (US Fit) Flagpins

CLICK FIT
Flag Top 
System

Wasting time 
changing 
flags?

Our unique Click Fit 
flag top system saves 
time, saves money, no 
more lost ball tops and 
simply screws onto 
your existing Pinseeker 
flagpin.

FP-510

Click Fit Adapter (10)

Order Code

8ft

7ft
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PINSEEKER GOLD 
(UK FIT) FLAGPINS
Designed to retain colour and providing long 
lasting durability with our new PVC sleeves, the 
GOLD range of flagpins are available in both 
1/2” (regulation) and 3/4” tournament tapered 
(javelin) styles.

Supplied complete with UK zinc die cast 
bottom ferrule, aluminium top ferrule and 
acorn nut.

SUITABLE FOR TUBE-LOCK FLAG TYPES

FP-503

Zinc Bottom
Ferrule (UK Fit)

Order Code

FP-500-B

Order Code

Replacement Acorn Nut

Pinseeker’s PRO hole cup
is the ideal partner for the

gold range of flagpins
see page 54 for details
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PINSEEKER GOLD (UK FIT) FLAGPINS

FLAGPINS

U
K

 F
IT

Pinseeker GOLD (UK Fit) Flagpins

CLICK FIT
Flag Top 
System

Wasting time 
changing 
flags?

Our unique Click Fit 
flag top system saves 
time, saves money, no 
more lost ball tops and 
simply screws onto 
your existing Pinseeker 
flagpin.

FP-510

Click Fit Adapter (10)

Order Code

8ft

7ft

Pinseeker UK Ltd are the 
official OEM manufacturer 
for VinylGuard Golf 
throughout the United 
Kingdom.

Pinseeker Gold flagpins 
are now produced using 
the world renowned 
VinylGuard sleeving 
material.

Unlike the standard 
painted flag pins which can 
easily chip or scratch the 
fully sleeved flag pins resist 
nicks, scratching or staining 
and are designed to retain 
colour and provide long 
lasting durability.
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PINSEEKER SILVER 
FLAGPINS
The Pinseeker SILVER flagpin is a standard 
fibreglass flagpin available in a variety of colour 
combinations with all stripes applied as vinyl 
wraps.

Supplied complete with UK/US nylon locking 
bottom ferrule and adjustable locking swivel 
attachment.

SUITABLE FOR TIE-ON & VELCRO FLAG 
TYPES ONLY

FP-502

Nylon Locking 
Ferrule (UK Fit)

Order Code

FP-507

Order Code

Replacement Push on Ball

FP-506

Adjustable Locking 
Swivel (to suit Tie-
On or Velcro Flag 
Types)

Order Code

...great value
flagpins that fit
both tie on and

velcro flags

Pinseeker’s UK locking hole
cup is the ideal partner for the

silver range of flagpins
see page 55 for details
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PINSEEKER SILVER FLAGPINS

FLAGPINS

UK/US FIT

Flagpins
From ONLY
£11.50 Each

PLEASE ADD UK/US AFTER 
ORDER CODE WHEN ORDERING

Pinseeker SILVER Flagpins

The perfect pin for your 
competition days.

The 6/7/8ft measuring flagpin 
features a feet and inches rule 
for accurately measuring your 
‘nearest the pin’ shot.

Measuring Flagpin

8ft

7ft

6ft

...now available
with tube lock flag
type attachment
by special order
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PRO Series Hole Cup

HOLE CUPS

Full colour logo’s can be
printed onto the internal
speedwrap liner for the 
ultimate in personalisation...

Pinseeker’s PRO series hole cup has been designed and 
engineered to exacting standards resulting in a world class 
hole cup with locking ferrule system.

Available to suit US/UK ferrule fitment types the locking ferrule 
system ensures unnecessary premature wear to your flagpins.

The Pinseeker PRO hole cup is now available in a plastic 
version and is the worlds first polymer hole cup to have an 
interchangeable liner system.

Plastic PRO Series Hole Cup

HC-105 Pinseeker PRO Hole Cup (US Ferrule Type)

Order Code

HC-205 Pinseeker PRO Hole Cup (UK Ferrule Type)

HC-SLEEVE Replacement Plain White Speedwrap Liner

HC-LOGO Replacement Logo’d Speedwrap Liner (Min Order Qty 10)

Order Code

HC-106-G Plastic PRO Hole Cup White/Green (US Ferrule Type)

HC-206-G Plastic PRO Hole Cup White/Green (UK Ferrule Type)

HC-SLEEVE Optional Plain White Speedwrap Liner

HC-LOGO Optional Logo’d Speedwrap Liner (Min Order Qty 10)

HC-BASE-106 Oprional Anti-Sink Base Cap

HC-BASE-106 Oprional Anti-Sink Base Cap
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HOLE CUPS

HOLE CUPS

Hole Cups
From ONLY
£4.95 Each

Our UK locking polymer hole cups are made from UV stable, 
high impact ABS for excellent appearance and durability.

The Pinseeker PRO hole cup is now available in a plastic 
version and is the worlds first polymer hole cup to have an 
interchangeable liner system.

This oversized  6” diameter hole cup is manufactured from 
high impact plastic and is perfect for winter or temporary 
greens.

Available to suit US/UK ferrule fitment types.

Made of high impact ABS for durability the polymer hole cup is
also UV stable for a permanent bright white appearance.

TO SUIT 27mm US FERRULE TYPES ONLY

UK Locking Polymer Hole Cup

White Plastic PRO Series Hole Cup

6” Winter/Temporary Greens Cup

Putting Greens Cup

HC-200 UK Locking Polymer Hole Cup

Order Code

Order Code

HC-103 6” Winter/Temporary Greens Cup (US Ferrule Type)

Order Code

HC-110 US Polymer Putting Green Hole Cup

Order Code

HC-111 US Aluminium Putting Green Hole Cup

HC-203 6” Winter/Temporary Greens Cup (UK Ferrule Type)

HC-206 Plastic PRO Hole Cup White/White (UK Ferrule Type)

HC-106 Plastic PRO Hole Cup White/White (US Ferrule Type)

HC-SLEEVE Optional Plain White Speedwrap Liner

HC-LOGO Optional Logo’d Speedwrap Liner (Min Order Qty 10)

HC-BASE-106 Oprional Anti-Sink Base Cap
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HOLE CUTTING & ACCESSORIES

For all your hole cutting accessories, our range includes 
everything needed to ensure you cut the perfect hole for your 
cup.

Our range of cup covers cater for both standard hole cups and 
the 6” wide (150mm) winter greens cup and are available with 
or without turf covers.

The RHINO hole cutter is designed and engineered to take on
the hardest of ground conditions.

Supplied with reinforced and sharpened blades, the traditional 
twin blade hole cutter from Pinseeker is as popular as ever.

Cutter Guide & Hole Cup Covers

Hole Cutting Accessories

The RHINO Hole Cutter

GM-125 Pinseeker Hole Cutter Guide

Order Code

GM-235 Standard 4 1/4” Turf Cup Cover

GM-240 Winter 6” Turf Cup Cover

Order Code

GM-100 Curved Hole Trimming Scissors

GM-135 Aluminium Cup Setter

GM-150 3lb Rubber Mallet

GM-245 Hole Stabilizer Rings (Pack of 18)

HCT-200 The RHINO Hole Cutter

Order Code

HCT-205 Replacement Blades (Pair)

GM-250 Standard 4 1/4” Recycled Plastic Cup Cover

GM-255 Winter 6” Recycled Plastic Cup Cover
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HOLE CUTTING & ACCESSORIES

HOLE CUTTING & ACCESSORIES

Constructed using heavy gauge steel and finished to exacting
standards, the HIO is unquestionably the most robust and 
durable of all hole cutters.

Utilizing two types of blade, blades with an inside sharpened 
edge for sand based greens and an outside sharpened blade 
for clay based more solid greens.

The new and improved 6” extraction hole cutter is made 
chiefly of steel and aluminium for lightweight and strength.

Heat-treated steel straight edge cutting blades ensure a clean 
cut hole every time.

Our range of cup pullers have been specifically designed to 
assist with the removal of hole cups

HIO Hole Cutter

6” Extraction Hole Cutter

Cup Pullers

GM-155 UK Cup Puller

Order Code

HCT-100 HIO Hole Cutter with Sand/Clay Cut Blade

Order Code

HCT-105 Replacement Blade (Sand Cut)

HCT-106 Replacement Blade (Clay Cut)

HCT-300 6” Extraction Hole Cutter

Order Code

GM-140 Single Prong Cup Puller (Suits both US/UK Hole Cups)
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PUTTING GREEN ACCESSORIES

compliment your 
putting green with 
the same high quality 
products as your main 
course...

Manufactured to the same high quality as our main course flags, pins and cups.

Our putting green flags are available plain or custom embroidered / printed to further 
compliment your main course flags and increase your club branding.

See pages 40-49 for full details of our extensive range of putting green flags...

Putting Green Flags, Pins & Cups

PG-100-W Fiberglass Flagpin with Plastic Base (White)

Order Code

PG-100-Y Fiberglass Flagpin with Plastic Base (Yellow)

PG-150 1mtr Javelin Tapered Flagpin with Cast Metal Base

HC-110 US Polymer Putting Greens Hole Cup

HC-111 US Aluminium Putting Greens Hole Cup
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PUTTING GREEN ACCESSORIES

PUTTING GREEN ACCESSORIES

The Gimme 28” practice green marker comes complete with 
a sturdy 1/2” fiberglass pin, hard plastic base and white or red 
plastic head.

Available plain, numbered or with a vinyl/resin domed logo 
decal applied.

SUPPLIED IN SETS OF 9

White recycled plastic putting green arrow (100mm) complete 
with single spike.

Supplied in packs of 9 numbered 1-9.

For special events and society days.

Our Nearest The Pin/Longest Drive proximity markers are 
supplied complete with wipe clear marker pen.

Can also incorporate your club logo.

An alternative 
heavyweight cast 
metal base is also 
available separately 
by special order. 
Please ask for further 
details.

Gimme Putting Green Marker

Putting Green Arrows

Proximity Marker

PG-200-W Gimme Putting Green Marker (Plain White)

Order Code

PG-200-R Gimme Putting Green Marker (Plain Red)

PG-250-W-1-9 Gimme Putting Green Marker (Numbered 1-9 White)

PG-250-R-1-9 Gimme Putting Green Marker (Numbered 1-9 Red)

PG-200-LOGO Optional Logo Decal

PG-450 Proximity Marker (Nearest The Pin/Longest Drive)

Order Code

PG-401 Putting Green Arrows (Pack of 9)

Order Code
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PRACTICE RANGE EQUIPMENT

Available in single, double and triple bay configurations these
permanent practice bay enclosures feature a 38mm galvanised 
steel frame. Foam padding not supplied as standard, available 
to order separately.

Enclosure bay nets are 2.3mm twine x 20mm mesh knot less 
high tensity polypropylene.

Each enclosure is also supplied complete with archery baffle 
net.

Custom manufactured range ball bin from our Signature Service

Practice Bay Enclosures

DR-100 Complete Single Bay Enclosure (3m x 3m x 3m)

Order Code

DR-150 Single Bay Enclosure Replacement Net

DR-200 Complete Double Bay Enclosure (3m x 6m x 3m)

DR-250 Double Bay Enclosure Replacement Net

DR-300 Complete Triple Bay Enclosure (3m x 9m x 3m)

DR-350 Triple Bay Enclosure Replacement Net

DR-350 Replacement 3.1m x 3.1m Archery Baffle Net

see pages 72-75
for further details

of our bespoke
furniture...
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PRACTICE RANGE EQUIPMENT

PRACTICE RANGE EQUIPMENT

If being battered by high winds and range balls is constantly 
damaging your fabric range banners then you need to try our 
range of highly visible, high impact range banners.

Rust proof, rot proof and jet washable!

Our range banners are manufactured by engraving an 
extremely durable, UV stable, recycled plastic with any yardage 
in the illustrated colour combinations.

Supplied complete with a single or pair of recycled plastic legs.

Recycled Plastic Range Banners

600mm(h) x 1200mm(w) 1200mm(h) x 760mm(w)

1500mm(h) x 300mm(w)

DR-RP-Horizontal

Rectangular Range Banner

DR-RP-Oval

Oval Range Banner Vertical Range Banner

DR-RP-Vertical

Any distance can be carved into the illustrated colour variations.

See pages 10-11 for further details of our recycled plastic products range...
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GREENKEEPER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

The Dewmaster from Pinseeker is the big one for rapid dew 
removal.

With the 2.5m brush supplied in two halves they can be fixed 
individually to the dedicated Dewmaster bracket to offer 
flexibility of use.

The Dewmaster can be supplied with either a plain or 
combined Switchmaster handle.

Lightweight and robust the telescopic Pinseeker PRO-SWITCH 
is the ideal tool for removing dew and worm casts from greens.

With a self locking switch tip, gone are the days of losing the 
switch tip from the end!

Extends to in excess of 4m when in use.

2.5m Dewmaster Brush

Pinseeker PRO-SWITCH

Pinseeker PRO-SWITCH

2.5m Dewmaster Brush

GM-195 2.5m Dewmaster Brush with Switchmaster Handle

Order Code

GM-196 2.5m Dewmaster Brush with Plain Handle

GM-197 Replacement Dewmaster Brush (2.5m)

GM-200 Pinseeker PRO-SWITCH

Order Code

GM-205 Economy Replacement Switch Tip Rod (Pack of 5)

GM-206 Self Locking Replacement Switch Tip Rod (Pack of 5)
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GREENKEEPER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

GREENKEEPER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

This nonabsorbent roller squeegee is ideal for removing excess 
water from golf greens, sports fields and tennis courts.

The roller squeegee features a 24” width head and heavy duty 
aluminium frame with powder coated handle.

Pinseeker level lutes are manufactured specifically for use on 
fine turf areas.

Ideal for spreading and grading a variety of sands and top 
dressings providing a super flat fine surface.

Available in 600mm (2ft) and 900mm (3ft) widths.

The original BAYCO greens speedmeter measures 36” and 
is made from extruded aluminium bar with a milled base to 
reduce bounce as the rolling ball makes contact with the 
greens surface.

Supplied complete with detailed instructions for you to 
accurately measure the speed of your greens.

24” Roller Squeegee

Greenkeepers Level Lute

BAYCO Greens Speedmeter

GM-210 600mm (2ft) Level Lute

Order Code

GM-215 900mm (3ft) Level Lute

GM-110 24” Roller Squeegee

Order Code

GM-130 BAYCO Greens Speedmeter

Order Code
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GREENKEEPER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

For all your hole cutting accessories, our range includes 
everything needed to ensure you cut the perfect hole for your 
cup.

Our range of cup pullers have been specifically designed to 
assist with the removal of hole cups

Our range of cup covers cater for both standard hole cups and 
the 6” Wide (150mm) winter green cup and are available with 
or without turf covers.

Cutter Guide & Hole Cup Covers

Hole Cutting Accessories

Cup Pullers

GM-155 UK Cup Puller

Order Code

Order Code

GM-100 Curved Hole Trimming Scissors

GM-135 Aluminium Cup Setter

GM-150 3lb Rubber Mallet

GM-245 Hole Stabilizer Rings (Pack of 18)

GM-140 Single Prong Cup Puller (Suits both US/UK Hole Cups)

GM-125 Pinseeker Hole Cutter Guide

Order Code

GM-235 Standard 4 1/4” Turf Cup Cover

GM-240 Winter 6” Turf Cup Cover

GM-250 Standard 4 1/4” Recycled Plastic Cup Cover

GM-255 Winter 6” Recycled Plastic Cup Cover
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GREENKEEPER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

Pinseeker’s square pattern boot wiper incorporates four extra 
stiff bristle replaceable brushes and is available with a pair of 
optional handy boot scrapers to get the worst of the mud off!

Chrome Plated Soil Sampler - For general purpose work, the 
core sample taken can be examined in the large tine window.

Greens Section Soil Sampler - This shovel type sampler 
is slightly tapered to give a clean cut with minimal surface 
disturbance. The blade is then easily removed to allow 
examination of the profile sample.

Square Pattern Boot Wiper

Soil Samplers & Miscellaneous

TC-500 Square Pattern Boot Wiper (Complete with Brushes)

Order Code

TC-501 Boot Wiper Replacement Brushes (Pack of 4)

GM-115 Chrome Plated Soil Sampler

Order Code

GM-120 Greens Section Soil Sampler

GM-116 Scissor Mole Trap (Pack of 3)

GM-120 Rain Gauge (displays rainfall in mm and inches)

TC-502 Optional Square Pattern Boot Wiper Scrapers Set (Pack of 2)

Maintenance free 4.5(US) gallon polyethylene divot mix 
container suitable for your tee or range areas.

Lid engineered to keep divot mix dry and provide easy access.

Supplied complete with plastic divot mix scoop.

Polyethylene Divot Repair Box

LB-105 Polyethylene Divot Repair Box

Order Code

LB-105-S Plastic Divot Mix Scoop
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...Europe’s leading 
manufacturer of fine quality 
golf course signage.
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COURSE SIGNAGE

At Pinseeker we believe in quality, from the very 
beginning we have aspired to provide the very best 
in golf course signage and have worked tirelessly to 
achieve and maintain our reputation as Europe’s leading 
manufacturer of fine quality golf course signage.

We treat all golf courses individually and understand 
that each signage commission is unique.

Our attention to detail, dedication and professionalism 
are just some of the reasons why many of the UK and 
Europe’s leading golf courses look to Pinseeker for the 
supply of their golf course furniture.

Design, Manufacturing & Materials

Signature Service

Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin

Entrance Signs

Car Park Signs

General Information Signs

Finger Post System

Course Information Signs

Tee Markers

Twin Post Tee Signs

Single Post Tee Signs

Fairway Distance Marker

Mow-Over Signs

Zyplex Signs

Natural Quarried Stone

Stone Boulder Signs

Replacement Plaques

6-11
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Helping you make the next
100 years as special as the last...
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At Pinseeker we know how hard you’ve worked 
establishing a brand identity that resonates with your 
customers - our signature service helps serve as an 
extension of that effort. Adding a visual identity to 
course furnishings and accessories making a strong 
statement about the character and quality of your 
establishment; it’s an impression your customers will 
remember long after their visit.

The signature service will make sure you stand out 
from the crowd, each piece a little different from our 
standard product with more flexibility for customisation 
and detailing that means each product will look equally 
eye catching as part of set or as a single standalone 
piece.

Unique and individual is what we aspire to recreate 
at Pinseeker; from a custom built entrance sign or 1st 
tee information sign through to a wall mounting for a 
bespoke time piece.

As the largest truly dedicated manufacturer of bespoke 
golf signs and furniture in Europe we have the skills and 
ability to mark your special occasion with something 
very special. With each piece hand crafted by our skilled 
team at our factory in Cheshire you can be assured that 
your occasion will receive the attention it deserves.
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“we can tailor our 
products to perfectly meet 
your needs”
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S IGNATURE SERVICE

At Pinseeker we have developed an unrivalled 
reputation for custom and bespoke furniture.

If you are looking for something a little different from 
our usual range but equally impressive then we can 
custom build furniture and signs to match.

Bespoke manufacturing from the same skilled craftsmen 
and using the same quality materials, we can tailor our 
products to perfectly meet your needs.

Whether you are looking for a hardwood Iroko life-ring 
housing for your water feature or a bespoke divot box 
for the tee, then we can help.

From concept all the way through to design and 
manufacture we have the skills and expertise to deliver 
your vision.
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HARDWOOD SLATTED LITTER BIN

This high quality slatted litter bin is manufactured entirely in house 
from Iroko hardwood and features a removable liner for ease of 
maintenance.

850mm(h) x 505mm(w) x 375mm(d)

Also available with optional cast granite or dibond fascia plaque as 
shown.

LB-106-CG

see page 24
for more details
of our hardwood

litter bin
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HARDWOOD SLATTED LITTER BIN

HARDWOOD SLATTED LITTER BIN

...manufactured entirely in 
housing using traditional 
joinery techniques.

Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin Overall Dimensions: 850mm(h) x 505mm(w) x 375mm(d)

LB-106

Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin
with No Fascia Plaque

LB-106-CG

Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin
with Cast Granite Fascia Plaque

LB-106-EZ

Hardwood Slatted Litter Bin
with Etched Zinc Fascia Plaque

SIDE PROFILE

Liner supplied may differ depending on availability.

for a matching
set...try our Iroko
hardwood divot box

see page 25
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you only get one chance 
to make a great first 

impression...

ENT-HT-AP
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ENTRANCE SIGNS
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All our signs are bespoke and tailored specifically to 
your golf course. We can manufacture the entrance sign 
to any style using most materials and are confident the 
finish to our sign will guarantee your course a second 
look.

An entrance sign sets the tone and there are many 
design and material options available.

An imposing hardwood frame with well designed 
graphics will help create the right impression.

With so many options available Pinseeker’s experience 
in the design and choice of material will ensure a 
finished product of the highest standard.

Available in a multitude of shapes, sizes and materials 
give Pinseeker a call today to discuss your bespoke 
entrance sign requirements.

ENT-SR-LOW-CG

ENT-PT-AP

ENT-HT-AP
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ENTRANCE SIGNS

Flat Top Entrance Sign

Peak Top Entrance Sign

Hill Top Entrance Sign

Overall Dimensions: 1720mm(h) x 2440mm(w)

Overall Dimensions: 1720mm(h) x 2440mm(w)

Overall Dimensions: 1720mm(h) x 2440mm(w)

ENT-FT-DB

Flat Top Entrance Sign (Dibond Panel in Hardwood Frame)

ENT-PT-DB

Peak Top Entrance Sign (Dibond Panel in Hardwood Frame)

ENT-HT-DB

Hill Top Entrance Sign (Dibond Panel in Hardwood Frame)

Also available without legs for wall/fence installations, 
extended legs and fitted/hanging message panels.

See opposite for further details.

Also available without legs for wall/fence installations, 
extended legs and fitted/hanging message panels.

See opposite for further details.

Also available without legs for wall/fence installations, 
extended legs and fitted/hanging message panels.

See opposite for further details.
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ENTRANCE SIGNS

ENTRANCE SIGNS

Sunrise Entrance Sign

Low Profile Sunrise Entrance Sign

Entrance Sign Options

Overall Dimensions: 1720mm(h) x 2440mm(w)

Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 2050mm(w)

Identical in design and style to the range of entrance signs, 
but slightly smaller in size. Please contact us for further 
information.

ENT-SR-DB

Sunrise Entrance Sign (Dibond Panel in Hardwood Frame)

ENT-SR-LOW-CG

Low Profile Sunrise Entrance Sign (Cast Granite in Hardwood Frame)

All these entrance signs are available without legs for wall/
fence mounting or with the following options to suit your 
installation requirements.

Also available without legs for wall/fence installations, 
extended legs and fitted/hanging message panels.

See below for further details.

ENT-OPT-HM Single Hanging Message Panel

Designed to hang under your entrance sign and provide 
simple course information as required. Reverse is blank for 
when instruction not required. 

ENT-OPT-FM Single Fitted Message Panel

Sturdy Iroko bar with fitted message panel designed 
to be fit between the full width of the information sign. 
Machined channels in the post sections allow the message 
panel to slot safely into place. Reverse is blank for when 
instructions not required.

ENT-OPT-SMALL Reduced Size Entrance Sign

Ideal option for areas where your sign is required to sit a 
little bit higher above a hedge or wall.

ENT-OPT-EL Extended 3m Legs
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CAR PARK SIGNS

At Pinseeker we believe in giving your golf course an 
identity. Car park signs that exhibit the same quality as 
your tee signs provide a lasting impression of class and 
commitment to quality throughout the golf course.

CP-HT-CG

CP-HT-CG

CP-HT-IRCP-PT-EZ

also available
without frames for

wall or fence
installations
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CAR PARK SIGNS

CAR PARK SIGNS

Standard Car Park Signs Overall Dimensions: 900mm(h) x 590mm(w)

Chunky Car Park Signs Overall Dimensions: 900mm(h) x 590mm(w)

CP-FT-CG

Flat Top / Cast Granite

CP-FT-EZ

Flat Top / Etched Zinc

CP-FT-IR

Flat Top / Carved Iroko

CP-PT-CG

Peak Top / Cast Granite

CP-PT-EZ

Peak Top / Etched Zinc

CP-PT-IR

Peak Top / Carved Iroko

CP-HT-CG

Hill Top / Cast Granite

CP-HT-EZ

Hill Top / Etched Zinc

CP-HT-IR

Hill Top / Carved Iroko

CP-SR-CG

Sunrise / Cast Granite

CP-SR-EZ

Sunrise / Etched Zinc

CP-SR-IR

Sunrise / Carved Iroko

standard car
park signs to suit

your budget
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GENERAL INFORMATION

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Catering for all aspects of course information our 
directional/general information signs can be made in 
keeping with the rest of your course signage, thus, 
consistently maintaining your style throughout the 
signage project.

DIR-HT-420-EZ

DIR-HT-420-CG
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...Europe’s leading 
manufacturer of fine quality 
golf course signage.

DIR-FT-495-IR

DIR-FT-580-MET
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TWIN POST GENERAL INFORMATION SIGNS

GENERAL INFORMATION

METAL FRAME GENERAL INFORMATION SIGNS

Our range metal twin post signs not only look good but they are 
also virtually maintenance free.

Powder coated in a variety of finishes including the popular 
“Antique Copper” the frames are manufactured with a full “back” 
for your chosen header plaque to be bolted securely to the metal 
frame signs ensuring they are robust and hard wearing.

Powder coated to suit in the 
popular “Antique Copper”, 
Black or White.

Large Flat Top Twin Post Information Signs (Metal Frame)

Standard Flat Top Twin Post Information Signs

Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 760mm(w)

Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 635mm(w)

Large Flat Top Twin Post Information Signs Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 760mm(w)

DIR-FT-495-IR

Flat Top / Standard
Carved Iroko

DIR-FT-495-EZ

Flat Top / Standard
Etched Zinc

DIR-FT-495-CG

Flat Top / Standard
Cast Granite

DIR-FT-580-IR

Flat Top / Large
Carved Iroko

DIR-FT-580-EZ

Flat Top / Large
Etched Zinc

DIR-FT-580-CG

Flat Top / Large
Cast Granite

DIR-FT-580-MET

Flat Top / Large
Metal Frame
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...consistently maintaining 
your style throughout the 
signage project.

DIR-HT-420-EZ

DIR-HT-420-IR DIR-HT-420-IRDIR-HT-420-CG
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TWIN POST GENERAL INFORMATION SIGNS

GENERAL INFORMATION

At Pinseeker we use only tried and tested hardwoods from
sustainable sources, the predominant species used is West 
African Iroko hardwood.

Material in focus
Iroko Hardwood Frames

Large Hill Top Twin Post Information Signs

Standard Hill Top Twin Post Information Signs

Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 660mm(w)

Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 565mm(w)

DIR-HT-420-IR

Hill Top / Standard
Carved Iroko

DIR-HT-420-EZ

Hill Top / Standard
Etched Zinc

DIR-HT-420-CG

Hill Top / Standard
Cast Granite

DIR-HT-580-IR

Hill Top / Large
Carved Iroko

DIR-HT-580-EZ

Hill Top / Large
Etched Zinc

DIR-HT-580-CG

Hill Top / Large
Cast Granite
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FINGER POST SYSTEMS

Not sure which way to turn?
Then let Pinseeker help point you
in the right direction...

Our hardwood finger posts stand tall and provide clear direction around the 
course.

Finished with cast granite or etched zinc plaques or carved directly into the 
timber, they can certainly add that extra little touch of class.

Your club logo can also be included on the plaque or inserted into the top 
detail section to assist in continuing the ‘branding’ theme across your golf 
course.
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FINGER POST SYSTEMS

GENERAL INFORMATION

all of our finger post signs can house up to 16 directional finger plaques in cast granite, etched zinc or carved iroko

FPOST-70-

Post Height 2.4m
Post Thickness: 70mm

FPOST-J-70-

Post Height 1.5m
Post Thickness: 70mm

FPOST-86-

Post Height 2.4m
Post Thickness: 86mm

Ground Level

Finger Post Systems

Standard 2.4m

Standard Junior 1.5m

Chunky 2.4m

FPOST-86-FPOST-70- FPOST-J-70-

Cast GraniteCG

Etched ZincEZ

Carved IrokoCI

Cast GraniteCG

Etched ZincEZ

Carved IrokoCI

Cast GraniteCG

Etched ZincEZ

Carved IrokoCI

available with or
without your club
logo engraved into

the top detail
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COURSE INFORMATION

COURSE INFORMATION
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...tailored to the 
individual requirements 
of your club.

As with the course signage, the course information sign 
needs tailoring to the individual club.

At Pinseeker we create systems that can include 
weatherproof clocks, magnetic data display areas and 
weatherproof poster holders.

The sliding and hanging message display panels can all 
be tailored to the individual requirements of your club.

We pride ourselves on our bespoke design services and 
as such we are always willing to work with our clients to 
create a system that fulfils your needs.

CI-2-HT-DBL

CI-3-SR-EZ
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CI-PT-TRI
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COURSE INFORMATION SIGNS

COURSE INFORMATION

all of our course information signs can be manufactured with the top style of your choice

Overall Dimensions: 2440mm(h) x 990mm(w) Overall Dimensions: 2440mm(h) x 1725mm(w)

CI-PT-DBL

Peak Top / Double Post
(Aluminium Panel with 2 Interchangeable 

Hanging Message Panels)

CI-PT-TRI

Peak Top / Triple Post
(Aluminium Panel with

6 Interchangeable Hanging
Message Panels)

FLAT TOP PEAK TOP HILL TOP SUNRISE

You supply the clock.....we can fit it!
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The identity 
of your course 
starts here...

CI-2-HT-CG
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COURSE INFORMATION SIGNS

COURSE INFORMATION

all of our course information signs can be manufactured with the top style of your choice

Overall Dimensions: 2440mm(h) x 970mm(w)Overall Dimensions: 2200mm(h) x 760mm(w)

CI-2-HT-CG

Large Hill Top / Double Post
(Cast Granite with up to 5 Interchangeable 

Hanging Message Panels)

CI-1-HT-CG

Small Hill Top / Double Post
(Cast Granite with up to 5 Inter-

changeable Hanging Message Panels)

FLAT TOP PEAK TOP HILL TOP SUNRISE

also available with
many different
plaque colours
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CI-3-SR-EZ
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COURSE INFORMATION SIGNS

COURSE INFORMATION

all of our course information signs can be manufactured with the top style of your choice

Overall Dimensions: 2440mm(h) x 970mm(w)Overall Dimensions: 2200(h) x 970mm(w)

CI-3-SR-CG

Small Sunrise / Double Post / Cast Granite

CI-4-SR-CG

Large Sunrise / Double Post / Cast Granite

FLAT TOP PEAK TOP HILL TOP SUNRISE

CI-3-SR-EZ

Small Sunrise / Double Post / Etched Zinc

CI-4-SR-EZ

Large Sunrise / Double Post / Etched Zinc

also available with 
A4 weatherproof 
clip frames, dry 
wipe panels and 

sliders
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WALL MOUNTED COURSE INFORMATION SIGNS

If you need to improve how you relay information about your club events and course conditions then we have a course 
information sign to match. At Pinseeker we can personally customise our course information signs to perfectly fit your 
requirements.

Wall mounted options can be specifically designed to fill your available wall space with relevant important information making 
sure that your visitors and members are kept up to date on route to the first tee and around the course.

Bespoke carving direct into iroko hardwood is always popular and provides both traditional and a classic look to your course 
information sign.

Bespoke Wall Mounted Information Sign
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Carved hardwood is only the beginning; other materials include carved and polished cast granite, natural granite, printed 
aluminium panels and the ever popular etched zinc and this is even before we have discussed the potential of using our 
leading 3D design capabilities.

The large array of design options include interchangeable information panels, dedicated sponsor details and even wall signs 
that can be manufactured to fit your own special starting clock.

At Pinseeker we have the skill and expertise to design, manufacture and deliver a first class product and service to meet your 
precise requirements.

Bespoke Wall Mounted Information Sign
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COURSE INFORMATION SIGNS

COURSE INFORMATION

Quality comes in all shapes and sizes and the smallest course 
information sign in our range is proof of this.

Manufactured in hardwood Iroko for the natural look and feel, the 
course information sign is supplied with both carved information 
onto the sign and also an inlaid etched zinc logo plate.

With a choice of sliding message panels to relay the important 
information for your course, this sign may be smaller in size but no 
less striking on impact and quality.

Overall Dimensions: 1100mm(h) x 555mm(w)

If space is a premium, we have a range of wall mounted signs to 
suit.

Our Peak topped information signs are manufactured with 
a hardwood frame and dibond centre panel. These can be 
customised with interchangeable sliding messages, detailed 
graphics or just club information; making sure your members and 
visitors up to date at all times.

Wall Mounted Course Information Signs

The ‘Moortown’ Course Information Sign

Overall Dimensions: 1125mm(h) x 1220mm(w)

Dry Wipe Message Panels

Detailed Graphics

Sliding Message Panels

CI-WM-2

CI-WM-4

CI-WM-3

CI-WM-1
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TEE MARKERS

TEE MARKERS

“Something really rather special...

unique to your club”

All of our tee markers are custom manufactured at the 
Pinseeker factory in Cheshire. Utilising the same skills and 
craftsmen that make our high quality tee signs and golf 
furniture you can be assured the same attention to detail 
and care is being taken over your custom tee markers.
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Impressive hardwood tee markers...

naturally

any colour is
available to suit your

daily tee marker
requirements...
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AUGUSTA HARDWOOD TEE MARKERS

TEE MARKERS

The Augusta ‘stumpy’ tee marker has become 
a firm favourite at golf clubs across the world.

They are made from the same high quality 
Iroko hardwood as used for our signage 
frames, they also feature a bespoke end cap 
complete with your club logo and are available 
in almost any colour.

The Augusta ‘log’ tee marker has become a 
firm favourite at golf clubs across the world.

Manufactured by Pinseeker they are made 
from the same high quality Iroko hardwood as 
used for our signage frames, they also feature 
a bespoke end cap complete with your club 
logo and are available in almost any colour.

Available with vinyl wrap tee colour reference in almost 
any colour to suit your requirement.

Supplied complete with ground spike.

Augusta Hardwood Stumpy Tee Marker

Augusta Hardwood Log Tee Marker

Overall Dimensions: 130mm(h) x 68mmØ

Overall Dimensions: 270mm(l) x 68mmØ

Wood Effect Resin Broken Tee Caddy Marker Overall Dimensions: 155mm(h) x 135mmØ

BT-RES-B

BT-RES-R

BT-RES-Y

BT-RES-W

TM-AUG-UP-LM-B

TM-AUG-UP-LM-R

TM-AUG-UP-LM-Y

TM-AUG-UP-LM-W

TM-AUG-LM-B

TM-AUG-LM-R

TM-AUG-LM-Y

TM-AUG-LM-W
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with outstanding character and definition the 
superb Octagon tee markers bring with them an air of 
real class.....
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Pinseeker’s intricate carving technology can take your 
golf club logo to the next level with truly stunning 
reproductions into the hardwood tee markers.

Utilising modern machinery and our expertise in 
manufacturing we can recreate your club logo into a 
visually outstanding piece of work utilising the highest 
quality skills of traditional carpentry with modern 
machinery.

ENGRAVED TEE MARKERS

Engraving down to .75mm 
allows for intricate detailing of 
even the most complex logo.

Overall Dimensions:

155mm (h) x 95mm (w)

Engraved Octagon Hardwood Tee Marker

TM-95-OCT-ENG-B

TM-95-OCT-ENG-W

TM-95-OCT-ENG
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OCTAGON HARDWOOD TEE MARKERS

The Engraved Iroko Octagon tee markers are imposing and 
make a real statement on the tee.

Once again another product that is manufactured at the 
Pinseeker factory and has been designed to compliment the 
wide range of tee signs we also produce.

Supplied with 70mm Stainless Steel spike.

When multiple colour logos are required we can produce 
the tee markers with an Etched Zinc plaque which will also 
seamlessly compliment our Etched Zinc Tee signs.

Supplied with 70mm Stainless Steel spike.

For a completely timeless approach we can apply a Bronze 
coating to finish the Etched Zinc plaque completing the range 
of our extremely popular Octagon Tee Markers.

Supplied with 70mm Stainless Steel spike.

Engraved Octagon Hardwood Tee Marker Overall Dimensions: 160mm(h) x 95mm(w)

Etched Zinc Octagon Hardwood Tee Marker

Bronze Zinc Octagon Hardwood Tee Marker

TM-95-OCT-EZ

TM-95-OCT-ENG

TM-95-OCT-BZ
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TP-HT-750-CG
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TWIN POST TEE SIGNS

TWIN POST TEE SIGNS
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The tee signs at your golf club will be the focal point of 
your on course signage.

Pinseeker have one of the largest selections of standard 
design and material options available including natural 
granite, cast granite, etched zinc, cast bronze, Iroko 
hardwood, stone steel and aluminium.

All these substrates, or any combination of, can be 
designed and manufactured to virtually any shape 
and size ensuring any design led requirement can be 
achieved.

TP-HT-580-IR

TP-HT-580-NG

TP-FT-495-IR

TP-SR-550-EZ
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750 HILL TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

Undoubtedly our most popular style. The 750 Hill Top tee 
sign looks magnificent on the tee and provides an air of 
gravitas and class to the teeing area. Having ample space 
underneath to display an equally impressive sponsors 
panel.

TP-HT-750-CG(SP)

TP-HT-750-CG(SP)TP-HT-750-CG(SP) TP-HT-580-CG(SP)
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750 HILL TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

TWIN POST TEE SIGNS

all of our twin post tee signs can feature an accompanying hole plan engraved into the top plaque

750 Hill Top Twin Post Tee Sign Overall Dimensions: 1500mm(h) x 930mm(w)

TP-HT-750-NG

Hill Top / 750 / Natural Granite

TP-HT-750-NG(SP)

Hill Top / 750 / Natural Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-HT-750-CG

Hill Top / 750 / Cast Granite

TP-HT-750-CG(SP)

Hill Top / 750 / Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-HT-750-IR

Hill Top / 750 / Carved Iroko

TP-HT-750-IR(SP)

Hill Top / 750 / Carved Iroko
with Sponsor Panel
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580 HILL TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

The slightly smaller brother of the 750 Hill Top the 580 
Hill Top still comfortably accommodates a hole plan and 
sponsors panel if required.

Also manufactured using fluted and carved hardwood 
timber frames.

TP-HT-580-CG(SP)
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580 HILL TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

TWIN POST TEE SIGNS

all of our twin post tee signs can feature an accompanying hole plan engraved into the top plaque

580 Hill Top Twin Post Tee Sign Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 760mm(w)

TP-HT-580-NG

Hill Top / 580 / Natural Granite

TP-HT-580-NG(SP)

Hill Top / 580 / Natural Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-HT-580-CG

Hill Top / 580 / Cast Granite

TP-HT-580-CG(SP)

Hill Top / 580 / Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-HT-580-IR

Hill Top / 580 / Carved Iroko

TP-HT-580-IR(SP)

Hill Top / 580 / Carved Iroko
with Sponsor Panel
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550 HILL TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

A classical twin post tee sign, clean lines on each post and 
etched zinc mounted plaque or carved face on a Hill Top 
Iroko hardwood frame.

TP-HT-550-EZ(SP)
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550 HILL TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

TWIN POST TEE SIGNS

all of our twin post tee signs can feature an accompanying hole plan engraved into the top plaque

The etched zinc plates have been popular for many years 
now and offer a traditional feel of quality.

Once a design has been approved it is then Etched into 
the zinc, painted using flat or textured finishes then finally 
finished with clear lacquer for full UV protection.

The Zinc substrate allows huge design flexibility especially 
when highly detailed logos are required.

Etched Zinc

Material in focus

550 Hill Top Twin Post Tee Sign Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 660mm(w)

TP-HT-550-EZ

Hill Top / 580 / Etched Zinc

TP-HT-550-EZ(SP)

Hill Top / 520 / Etched Zinc
with Sponsor Panel

TP-HT-550-IR

Hill Top / 580 / Carved Iroko

TP-HT-550-IR(SP)

Hill Top / 520 / Carved Iroko
with Sponsor Panel
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550 SUNRISE TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

The Sunrise Top twin post tee sign offers a variation to our 
standard designs.

Plaques are available in cast granite, etched zinc or Iroko 
hardwood.

TP-SR-550-EZ(SP)

TP-SR-550-EZ TP-SR-550-EZ(SP)TP-SR-550-CG(SP)
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550 SUNRISE TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

all of our twin post tee signs can feature an accompanying hole plan engraved into the top plaque

550 Sunrise Top Twin Post Tee Sign Overall Dimensions: 1200mm(h) x 660mm(w)

TP-SR-550-CG

Sunrise / Cast Granite

TP-SR-550-CG(SP)

Sunrise / Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-SR-550-EZ

Sunrise / Etched Zinc

TP-SR-550-EZ(SP)

Sunrise / Etched Zinc
with Sponsor Panel

TP-SR-550-IR

Sunrise / Carved Iroko

TP-SR-550-IR(SP)

Sunrise / Carved Iroko
with Sponsor Panel
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495 FLAT TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

The Flat Top twin post tee sign provides the perfect 
balance between size, style and cost.

Lending itself to clear and concise tee information, yet able 
to support a sponsors panel if required.

The plaques can be supplied in cast granite, etched zinc or 
Iroko hardwood.

TP-FT-495-IR
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495 FLAT TOP TWIN POST TEE SIGN

TWIN POST TEE SIGNS

all of our twin post tee signs can feature an accompanying hole plan engraved into the top plaque

495 Flat Top Twin Post Tee Sign Overall Dimensions: 1500mm(h) x 635mm(w)

TP-FT-495-CG

Flat Top / Cast Granite

TP-FT-495-CG(SP)

Flat Top / Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-FT-495-EZ

Flat Top / Etched Zinc

TP-FT-495-EZ(SP)

Flat Top / Etched Zinc
with Sponsor Panel

TP-FT-495-IR
TP-FT-495-IR(SP)

Flat Top / Carved Iroko
Flat Top / Carved Iroko

with Sponsor Panel
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METAL FRAME TEE SIGNS

Our range metal frame signs not only look good but they are also virtually maintenance free.

Powder coated in a variety of finishes including the popular “Antique Copper” the frames are manufactured with a full “back” 
for your chosen header plaque to be bolted securely to the metal frame signs ensuring they are robust and hard wearing.

Powder coated to suit in the 
popular “Antique Copper”, 
Black or White.

TP-HT-585-MET-CG(SP)

SP-MET-EZ

...virtuallymaintenancefree
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METAL FRAME TEE SIGNS

METAL FRAME TEE SIGNS

Ground Level

Hammered Steel Frame Tee Signs Twin Post 1200mm(h) x 765mm(w) / Single Post 900mm(h) x 100mm(w)

TP-HT-580-MET-NG

Hill Top / Natural Granite

TP-HT-580-MET-NG(SP)

Hill Top / Natural Granite
with Sponsor Panel

TP-HT-580-MET-CG
TP-HT-580-MET-CG(SP)

Hill Top / Cast Granite
Hill Top / Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

SP-MET-EZ

Single Post / Etched Zinc

SP-MET-EZ

Single Post / Etched Zinc
with Sponsor Panel
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ZYPLEX SIGNS

If you’re thinking of changing your tee signs, why not try 
our range of Zyplex recycled plastic?

Zyplex is a robust and affordable alternative to our 
hardwood products. Providing a lifetime of maintenance 
free service Zyplex is ideal for even the most challenging of 
environments. 

rust proof,
rot proof and
jet washable!
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ZYPLEX SIGNS

ZYPLEX TEE SIGNS

The Zyplex sign can also be 
configured as car park or directional 
signs to complement the tee signs 
keeping uniformity around your 
course.

Recycled plastic fairway distance marker complete with 
engraved coloured yardage insert.

800mm(h) x 80mm x 80mm

Please state colour and numeral combinations when 
ordering.

Zyplex Twin Post Information Sign

Zyplex Fairway Distance Marker

Zyplex Twin Post Tee Sign

FW-200-RW Red/White

Order Code

FW-200-WB White/Black

FW-200-YB Yellow/Black

FW-200-BW Blue/White

TP-FT-550-ZYP-MIDI

550 / Zyplex

TP-FT-550-ZYP

Grand / Zyplex

TP-FT-550-ZYP-SP

Grand / Zyplex
with Sponsor Panel

CP-FT-ZYP

Grand / Zyplex

DIR-FT-550-ZYP

Grand / Zyplex

Also available with a choice of white, green, black or blue header and sponsor panels.
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Although a relatively simple
design the single post has become

a true classic...

SP-70-EZ
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SINGLE POST TEE SIGNS

SINGLE POST TEE SIGNS
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METAL FRAMES

Although a relatively simple design, the single post 
tee sign has become a true classic that provides a cost 
effective solution for many golf courses.

With its peaked top and fluted edges the style is ever 
popular.

Plaque inserts can be produced in natural granite, cast 
granite, etched zinc, cast bronze or carved directly into 
the Iroko hardwood timber itself making them a viable 
choice for any budget.

The single post tee sign is also available in a metal 
option to complement the twin post sign. Fitted with an 
information plate the single post is powder coated to 
suit in the popular “Antique Copper”, Black or White.

SP-MET-EZ

SP-70-CB

SP-120-NG

SP-120-EZ

SP-120-EZ
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950 SINGLE POST TEE SIGN

The “950” is the largest single post tee sign in our range 
and this “giant” is unmistakable looking impressive on the 
tee.

With the information plaque comfortably large enough to 
accommodate all the tee information for three yardages 
and a good sized logo this tee sign can prove to be a very 
cost effective option.

For increased flexibility the addition of a hole map or 
sponsor plate can be inlaid below the header plaque to 
professionally complete the display of information on your 
tee area.

SP-950-EZ(SP)
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950 SINGLE POST TEE SIGN

All our single post tee signs are supplied complete with a 
two part stainless steel ground socket.

The female socket can be concreted into the ground 
whilst the male attachment is fixed to the base of the post 
thus allowing for easy removal for mowing and general 
maintenance when required.

Product in focus
Ground Sockets

950 Single Post Tee sign Overall Dimensions: 950mm(h) x 140mm(w) x 70mm(d)

SP-950-CG

Cast Granite

SP-950-CG(SP)

Cast Granite with 
Sponsor Panel

SP-950-EZ

Etched Zinc

SP-950-EZ(SP)

Etched Zinc with 
Sponsor Panel
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CHUNKY
SINGLE POST TEE SIGN

Similar to our large single post “950” and the standard 
slimline tee post, our “Chunky” 120 single post tee sign 
makes the ideal partner for the twin post tee signs.

All plaques are inlaid into the Iroko Hardwood post using 
our CNC machinery to ensure a perfect fit. Plaques are 
available in cast granite, etched zinc, cast bronze or carved 
directly into the timber.

The post is supplied with a two part stainless steel ground 
fixing that allows removal, for mowing or maintenance 
when required.

SP-120-IR

SP-120-EZ
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CHUNKY SINGLE POST TEE SIGN

Chunky Single Post Tee sign Overall Dimensions: 600mm(h) x 120mm(w) x 120mm(d)

SP-120-NG

Natural Granite

SP-120-CG

Cast Granite

SP-120-EZ

Etched Zinc

SP-120-CB

Cast Bronze

SP-120-IR

Carved Iroko

SP-120-NG

Natural Granite 
with Sponsor Panel

SP-120-CG

Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

SP-120-EZ

Etched Zinc
with Sponsor Panel

SP-120-CB

Cast Bronze
with Sponsor Panel

Side Profile with 
Ground Socket
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SLIMLINE
SINGLE POST TEE SIGN
The Slimline single post tee sign makes the ideal 
partner for the twin post tee signs.

All plaques are inlaid into the Iroko hardwood post 
using our CNC machinery to ensure a perfect fit.

SP-70-CG

SP-70-IR
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SLIMLINE SINGLE POST TEE SIGN

Slimline Single Post Tee sign Overall Dimensions: 600mm(h) x 120mm(w) x 70mm(d)

SP-70-NG

Natural Granite

SP-70-CG

Cast Granite

SP-70-EZ

Etched Zinc

SP-70-CB

Cast Bronze

SP-70-IR

Carved Iroko

SP-70-NG(SP)

Natural Granite 
with Sponsor Panel

SP-70-CG(SP)

Cast Granite
with Sponsor Panel

SP-70-EZ(SP)

Etched Zinc
with Sponsor Panel

SP-70-CB(SP)

Cast Bronze
with Sponsor Panel

Side Profile with 
Ground Socket
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FW-105-LOGO
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HARDWOOD FAIRWAY DISTANCE MARKERS

HARDWOOD FAIRWAY DISTANCE MARKERS

Compliment your course with Pinseeker’s personalised
distance marker posts.

Manufactured to the highest standards to compliment our
range of signage products.

Supplied complete with ground spike.

Available with or without your club logo engraved into the
top detail.

Increasing in popularity, recycled plastic is arguably our 
most resilient raw material. Supported by environmentally 
friendly credentials the sheets are manufactured from 
recycled plastic raw material into the surface of which we 
are able to directly carve.

The plastics are extremely stable with a solid hi-visibility 
colour and over the last few seasons have become an 
important part of the range.

Material in focus
Recycled Plastic

Hardwood Fairway Distance Marker Overall Dimensions: 750mm(h) x 70mm

FW-105 Iroko Hardwood Distance Marker Post with Coloured 
Yardage Inset

Order Code

FW-105-LOGO Iroko Hardwood Distance Marker Post with Coloured 
Yardage Inset & Custom Logo Detail

Any distance can be carved into the illustrated colour variations.
see pages 26-29
for our range of 
fairway distance 

markers

have your club
logo engraved into

the top detail
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With outstanding character and sharp definition our 
superb cast bronze plaques bring with them an air of 
real class...

MOW-1-BZ
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MOW-OVER SIGNS

MOW-OVER SIGNS
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When an uncluttered, almost zero maintenance system 
is required for the teeing area, our mow-over tee signs 
are the perfect solution.

Providing a subtle and stylish marker the mow-over is 
available with our superb natural granite or cast bronze 
plaques and can also be used for creating an official 
fairway to green distance marker.

Available with/without a sandstone mounting plinth in 
round, square or oval styles.

MOW-P-250-NG

MOW-P-320-NG

MOW-P-300-NG

MOW-1-BZ
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MOW-OVER SIGNS

When an uncluttered, almost zero maintenance system is 
required for the teeing area, our mow-over tee signs are 
the perfect solution...

Providing a subtle and stylish marker the mow-over is 
available with our superb natural granite or cast bronze 
plaques and can also be used for creating an official 
fairway to green distance marker.

Replaceable S.I. plates are available with Cast Bronze 
plaques.

This natural granite mow over is available in two 
diameters, 320mm or 250mm.

At 30mm thick these are solid and can be fitted directly 
on to the tee area. Information can be designed to suit.

The smallest mow over in the range. The sandstone 
plinth can be supplied with a choice of natural granite 
or cast bronze for the insert.

Ideal for marking the measured mark of each yardage 
on the tee.

Small Round Mow-Over Sign Overall Dimensions: 215mm Ø Inc. Sandstone Plinth

Large Round Mow-Over Sign with Sandstone Plinth Overall Dimensions: 325mm Ø Inc. Sandstone Plinth

Round Mow-Over Sign Overall Dimensions: 320mm Ø / 250mm Ø

MOW-P-320-NG 320mm Round Natural Granite Tee Marker

Order Code

MOW-P-250-NG 250mm Round Natural Granite Tee Marker

MOW-1-NG Large Round Natural Granite Tee Marker with SS Plinth

Order Code

MOW-1-BZ Large Round Cast Bronze Tee Marker with SS Plinth

MOW-4-NG Small Round Natural Granite Tee Marker with SS Plinth

Order Code

MOW-4-BZ Small Round Cast Bronze Tee Marker with SS Plinth
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This natural granite mow over is available in two 
diameters, 320mm or 250mm.

At 30mm thick these are solid and can be fitted directly 
on to the fairway area.

MOW-FM-320-NG 320mm Round Natural Granite Fairway Marker

Order Code

MOW-FM-250-NG 250mm Round Natural Granite Fairway Marker

Our square mow over is 400mm x 400mm and large 
enough to fit plenty of information on the tee.

With a choice of either natural granite or cast bronze 
these can also be used for fairway yardage markers.

Round Mow-Over Fairway Distance Markers Overall Dimensions: Various

Square Mow-Over Sign Overall Dimensions: 400mm2 Inc. Sandstone Plinth

MOW-2-NG Square Natural Granite Tee Marker with SS Plinth

Order Code

MOW-2-BZ Square Cast Bronze Tee Marker with SS Plinth

MOW-P-300-NG

Square / Natural Granite
Tee Marker

MOW-FM-300-NG

Square / Natural Granite
100yds Distance Marker

MOW-FM-300-NG

Square / Natural Granite
150yds Distance Marker

MOW-FM-300-NG

Square / Natural Granite
200yds Distance Marker

MOW-FM-300-NG

Square / Natural Granite
250yds Distance Marker

PLEASE ADVISE OF NUMERALS AND COLOUR REQUIREMENT WHEN ORDERING

MOW-P-320-NG
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Don’t just take our word for it . . .

At 7,587 yards off the back tees Rockliffe Hall required a grand and imposing Tee Sign to equal its stature, therefore natural 
hewn rock was the solution. Varying in height from 900mm to over 1800mm with some stones weighing in excess of 3 tons.

“Pinseeker’s professional approach and attention to detail is the reason we awarded them the commission for the signature 
boulders at Rockliffe Hall. The results are truly stunning.”

Davy Cuthbertson (Golf & Estates Manager, Rockliffe Hall)
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NATURAL QUARRIED STONE

NATURAL QUARRIED STONE
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If natural stone boulders are what you are looking for 
then we can help.

At Pinseeker we work with some of the best quarries in 
the country and can help you find the right product to 
naturally suit your location.

Straight from the quarry, our natural stone boulders can 
be sourced for small 50kg boulder signs all the way up 
to extremely large 3 tonne rock signs.

Depending on your preference, the stone boulders 
can be left with rugged riven features or be cut to your 
specification.

With regard to the display of your information, the 
stone can then be hand carved, with your message 
indelibly cut into the rock surface or with a fitted plaque 
sized and mounted from bronze, zinc or cast granite as 
required.

Whatever your preference, you can be assured that we 
will take the time to hand select each boulder to match 
your design, ensuring the project meets with your 
expectations.
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For a more natural
finish to the tee...

STB-5-EZ
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STONE SIGNS
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For a natural finish on the tee why not try our range of 
charismatic stone boulders.

Manufactured using our blends of reconstituted stone; 
these rocks look natural with the added benefits of 
being both robust and economic.

Our range of boulders play host to a variety of 
information/tee plaque sizes that can be produced in 
bronze, etched zinc cast and natural granite.

Depending on your chosen design style, the boulders 
can accommodate sponsorship information.

The boulders are supplied in buff sandstone as 
standard, but can be coloured red or custom coloured 
to suit, please ask us for more details.

STB-5-EZ

STB-5-EZ

STB-1-CB

STB-2-EZ
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STONE SIGNS

STB-2-EZ

STB-5-EZ
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STONE SIGNS

Small Stone Boulder Overall Dimensions: 190mm(h) x 360mm(w) with 150mm x 150mm Plaque

Large Stone Boulder Overall Dimensions: 370mm(h) x 330mm(w) with 300mm x 230mm Plaque

Large Stone Boulder with Sponsor Plaque Overall Dimensions: 470mm(h) x 330mm(w) with 225mm x 225mm Plaque

STB-2-NG

Small Boulder / Natural Granite

STB-2-CG

Small Boulder / Cast Granite

STB-2-EZ

Small Boulder / Etched Zinc

STB-2-CB

Small Boulder / Cast Bronze

SIDE PROFILE

STB-3-NG

Large Boulder / Natural Granite

STB-3-CG

Large Boulder / Cast Granite

STB-3-EZ

Large Boulder / Etched Zinc

STB-3-CB

Large Boulder / Cast Bronze

SIDE PROFILE

STB-4-NG

Large Boulder / Natural Granite

STB-4-CG

Large Boulder / Cast Granite

STB-4-EZ

Large Boulder / Etched Zinc

STB-4-CB

Large Boulder / Cast Bronze

SIDE PROFILE
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STONE SIGNS

STB-1-CG

STB-5-EZ
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STONE SIGNS

With outstanding character and sharp definition our superb cast 
bronze plaques bring with them an air of real class. 

When mounted into one of our stone boulders the plaques look 
truly stunning.

Pinseeker have developed a method of manufacturing Bronzes 
with evenly cast lettering and logos that are regarded by many as 
the best cast bronzes available.

Cast Bronze

Material in focus

Oval Stone Boulder Overall Dimensions: 300mm(h) x 400mm(w) with 225mm x 290mm Plaque

Large Stone Boulder (Rectangular Plaque) Overall Dimensions: 430mm(h) x 380mm(w) with 230mm x 300mm Plaque

STB-1-NG

Oval Boulder / Natural Granite

STB-1-CG

Oval Boulder / Cast Granite

STB-1-EZ

Oval Boulder / Etched Zinc

STB-1-CB

Oval Boulder / Cast Bronze

SIDE PROFILE

STB-5-NG

Large Boulder / Natural Granite

STB-5-CG

Large Boulder / Cast Granite

STB-5-EZ

Large Boulder / Etched Zinc

STB-5-CB

Large Boulder / Cast Bronze

SIDE PROFILE
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Just need one or two 
replacement plaques?.....We 
can help with that too!
So you have not seen anything that suits you or you just need 
one or two replacement  plaques?

At Pinseeker we can even make signs to match you current 
ones so you don’t have to worry about the cost of replacing 
your signage across your entire site.

Let us custom make something for you to fit your existing 
frames.

Please contact us for further information.



1. Prices. Prices quoted in the price guide are correct at the time of going to press. Goods will be 
invoiced at prices ruling at the time of dispatch.

2. Settlement. Strictly within 30 days of invoice.

3. Small Order Surcharge. Orders under the value of £35.00 Net value excluding VAT will be 
subject to a surcharge of £5.00 together with carriage unless otherwise stated.

4. Cancellations. Goods returned within 28 days must be returned unopened and in re-saleable 
condition complete with original packaging. Goods returned after 28 days will only be accepted at 
Pinseeker’s discretion and will be subject to a 15% handling charge.

5. Value Added Tax. All prices are exclusive of VAT.

6. Goods. On receipt these should be examined by consignee. When this cannot be done they 
must be clearly marked ‘unexamined’. If a clear signature is obtained for “Goods received in a 
good condition” no claim can be considered.

7. Damaged Goods. Claims for damaged goods must be notified to the Company’s head office 
by telephone or e-mail within three days of delivery. In all cases, written confirmation is to be 
received by post within seven days of delivery. Claims notified after this period will NOT be 
considered.

8. Non Delivery. Non delivery must be notified within five days of receipt of the invoice and 
confirmed in writing otherwise no liability will be considered.

9. Special Orders. Goods required to be special orders, including personalised and bespoke 
manufactured product or nonstandard products, will be subject to extended delivery times 
and will require a non-returnable deposit to be paid prior to the commencement of custom 
manufacture.

10. Artwork. Once artwork or designs from Pinseeker have been approved by the Buyer, either 
verbally but preferably via email or fax confirmation; liability for accuracy is transferred wholly to 
the Buyer.

11. Limited Warranty. Pinseeker warrants its products to be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship. Pinseeker’s sole obligation under this warranty shall be to repair, replace or 
refund, to its buyer, the price of the defective product or component. All such repairs, refunds 
and replacements are subject to rules, terms and conditions that Pinseeker may amend and 
promulgate from time to time. Abuse of use will invalidate any associated warranties of liability. 
Due to the natural properties of hardwood all timber products are excluded from any material 
warranties.

12. Disclaimer of Other Warranties. The foregoing limited warranty is in lieu of all other 
warranties express or implied, including merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. In 
no event shall Pinseeker be liable for indirect, consequential or special damages of any nature 
whatsoever.

13. Title of goods. Title in the goods remains with the Pinseeker until full payment has been 
received by the company.

a) Should the buyer default in any payment when due, Pinseeker will be entitled to repossess all 
the goods held by the buyer which are still the sellers property (without prejudice to any other 
right or remedy arising out of such default in payment) and for this purpose Pinseeker will be 
entitled to enter upon the land or buildings on or which the goods may be situated and to remove 
the same. All costs incurred by Pinseeker in repossessing the goods shall be borne by the buyer.

b) Any goods so repossessed shall be sold and the proceeds of the sale set off against the 
amounts due to the seller by the buyer. Any balance remaining of the proceeds of sale shall be 
paid to the buyer. If the said proceeds of sale are not sufficient the buyer shall remain liable to pay 
to the seller the amount remaining due together with any interest accruing therein.

DEFINITIONS
The Buyer: The organisation/person purchasing the goods.

Please note Pinseeker has a policy of continual improvement, therefore we have to advise that 
sizes, weights, measurements and colours shown in the catalogue are nominal only and changes to 
designs, specifications and equipment may occur at any time without notice and without incurring 

any obligations. The precise specification of any article will always be given, if requested, on 
application.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
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